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Online alcohol sales and 
home deliveries

We are Alcohol Change UK

• Alcohol Change UK was formed from the merger of Alcohol Concern and 
Alcohol Research UK. Our new charity launched in November 2018.

• We believe that alcohol harm is not inevitable. Our vision is of a world
free from serious alcohol harm.

• We aim to make change happen through:

- Improved knowledge

- Better policy and regulation

- Improved drinking behaviours 

- Shifted cultural norms

- More and better support and treatment.

On your doorstep

• Survey of 636 14-17 year olds:

- 15 per cent who stated that they had previously bought or attempted to 
buy alcohol for themselves or someone else, said they have 
successfully bought alcohol online

- Over two thirds (68%) of these said they find it “easy” to do so

• South Wales Police test purchases operation:

- in 4 of the 9 cases, alcohol handed to 15 year olds without proof of age 
requested

• Industry response:

- "There are robust systems in place for age-restricted products 
purchased online, and delivery drivers are trained to ask for ID if they 
have good reason to believe that age is an issue”      British Retail Consortium
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Growth in buying alcohol online

• Online grocery sales are booming

• In 2017, 21% of UK consumers had bought alcohol online, the third highest proportion 
in the world

• One in three British households shopped online for groceries during January 2021, with 
alcohol the fastest growing category

• Online alcohol sales are projected to represent a record 8.6% of total UK alcohol sales 
this year

Growth in online alcohol retailers

Rapid delivery model
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Licensing law and online sales

Is the law clear?

• s146, Licensing Act 2003 makes it illegal in England and Wales to sell alcohol to 
anyone under the age of 18

• s151, Licensing Act 2003: No offence is committed where “the alcohol is 
delivered at a place where the buyer or, as the case may be, person supplied lives 
or works”

• Revised guidance issued under s182 of the Licensing Act 2003 (April 2018): it is 
“the responsibility of the person serving or delivering the alcohol to ensure that 
age verification has taken place and that photo ID has been checked if the person 
appears to be less than 18 years of age” 

Online age verification

• Current methods of age verification are “largely ineffectual”

• When implemented online, they often involve simple ‘honour’ checks, which are 
easily deceived, or alternative forms of ‘authentication’ that can be bypassed in 
various ways

• Introducing technical measures to prevent the sale of alcohol to under 18s would help 
increase the safeguarding of minors, reducing the possibility of obtaining alcohol online 
and bypassing existing checks. 

• Despite several emerging technologies and promising developments in other domains 
such as online gambling and pornography, the simplest and most effective measure 
could be to extend the use of Merchant Category Codes (MCC codes) to repurpose 
banks’ existing identity and age verification checks.

Comments from Wrexham students:

• "Amazon online - no ID - DoB only" 
• "Pre-paid credit card" 
• "Online Tesco's shopping; delivered; no ID check" 
• "Lied about age on collection“
• "No ID needed" 
• "Lied about age; no ID check" 
• "Websites just asked for DOB or if you're over 18" 
• "Adding alcohol onto Mum's weekly delivery without her 

realising” 
• “No ID check from Amazon" 
• "Ordered on Amazon and ASDA Online; no ID check at 

purchase or delivery" 
• "Amazon account was someone's over 18; signed for by 

someone else" 
• “Ordered off Amazon with Dad’s credit card”
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Survey data

• 8% of Wrexham students reported having themselves purchased alcohol 
online as under 18s

• 12% knew of others who had successfully done so

• 41% of 18-24 year olds respondents who had 
had alcohol delivered to their homes said that 
they were not asked for proof of age

In summary

• More and more UK consumers are buying alcohol online

• Online age verification controls are weak and 

easily bypassed by young people

• A minority of under 18s have successfully 

acquired alcohol in this way

• A lack of clarity in the law

Retailers’ own policies
RETAILER POLICY ON ALCOHOL DELIVERIES

Just Eat If your Order includes any alcohol, cigarettes or other smoking products, you will be asked to provide proof of your age on collection or delivery of your Order. If you are unable to provide proof that you are aged 18 or 
over to the satisfaction of your chosen Restaurant, or if the Restaurant reasonably believes that the alcohol, cigarettes or other smoking products you have ordered have been bought by you on behalf of someone under 
the age of 18, the Restaurant reserves the right not to complete the delivery of the alcohol, cigarettes or other smoking products to you.

Uber Eats Any alcohol delivery requires a courier to check the ID of the customer to confirm identity and age, and that they are not intoxicated. We regularly remind couriers of this, and any courier found not following the correct 
process risks losing access to the app,

Co-op We operate a challenge 25 policy. This means that if the person collecting or receiving delivery of age-restricted items is deemed to be under 25, we wil l  request photo identification, such as a driving l icence or passport 
to prove they are over the age of 18. 

Beelivery You must be ready at the delivery address at the agreed time as deliveries will not be left without signature and, where applicable, proof of age. If you cannot provide proof of age where required, the relevant items wil l 
be returned to the shop and you will be charged a fee.

Deliveroo It’s Deliveroo’s policy that you must check the customer’s ID for all orders containing age-restricted items, even if the customer looks older than the legal age for buying those items. When you pick up an order from the 
restaurant, check the receipt to make yourself aware if alcohol included and take steps to ensure that the customer you deliver to is over 18. When you deliver an order containing alcohol, it’s important that you don’t 
hand over any alcohol to a customer who already appears to be drunk.

Amazon (Morrisons) We only deliver age-restricted items to the address on the delivery label. We won’t deliver age-restricted items to a neighbour, locker, pick-up point or nominated safe place. Provide valid photo ID, showing that you’re at 
least 18 years old and sign for the parcel on delivery. If you can’t provide this, we’ll retry delivery the next day.

Snappy Shopper When age restricted products are delivered / collected you may be asked to provide proof of id. We will not provide delivery or allow collection if you are unable to provide ID and you look under 25. We will not provide 
delivery or allow collection to any person who is, or appears to be, under the influence of either alcohol or drugs. We wil l not provide delivery or allow collection to any person if that person is, or appears to be, 
purchasing on behalf of someone who is under the age of 18.

Tesco Tesco follows a "Think 25" policy when delivering age-restricted items, so if the person receiving the goods looks under 25, proof of age wil l be requested. If proof is not available and there is no-one of that age at the 
address when delivery is being made, the goods will be retained by the driver.

Waitrose Our drivers apply our "Challenge 25 Policy" and so proof of age wil l be requested if the person receiving the products looks under 25 years old.

Asda If you have ordered any age-restricted products, our delivery or collection colleagues may ask to see proof of age, just l ike we do at our ti l ls. If you are unable to provide proof of age, you wil l not be able to take the 
product, it wil l be returned to our warehouse, and we’l l process a refund.

Morrisons We follow a "Challenge 25" policy for the purchase of alcohol and other age restricted products such as knives, DVDs and aerosols. Accordingly, when delivering age restricted products, if the person accepting your 
delivery appears to be under the age of 25, we will request photo ID (such as a driving licence or passport) to prove that they are over the age of 18 and can lawfully purchase such products.

Sainsbury’s We… recognisehow difficult it can be for our colleagues to judge the age of someone in their mid-late teens or early twenties. Someone who looks 18 could easily be 16, l ikewise, they could easily be 20 or 22. It's less 
l ikely, however, that they'l l  be 25. For this reason, we ask all colleagues to check the age of anyone buying restricted products who they believe to be under 25. Think 25 applies to online shopping too. Please be aware 
that you may be asked for proof of age upon delivery.
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Test purchases operation

• Independent audit company undertook 50 test 
purchases in Cardiff

• 4th – 27th February 2021

• Participants were aged 18 and 19 years old

• 12 different retailers audited

• Rapid deliveries only

• Alcohol ordered alongside food in majority of cases

Results

• Alcohol was handed to the 18- or 19-year-old recipients on the doorstep without 
requesting to see a valid photo ID to verify their age, on 36 of the 50 occasions 
– a compliance rate of 28%

• No individual retailer recorded a compliance rate of more than 50%, and two 
retailers recorded a 0% compliance rate 

• On six of the 36 occasions on which a failure was recorded, the driver 
verbally requested the recipient’s age and entered this in their device but did 
not request proof of age

• On no occasions was the alcohol left on the doorstep unattended
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The experiences of UK delivery drivers

• Research explored the experience of delivery drivers, primarily working for app-based 
food and drink delivery services

• 12 in-depth, face-to-face Zoom interviews, lasting 45 minutes each. The respondents 
comprised 9 males, 3 females, all based in Wales

• 8 of the 12 respondents relied on their delivery role as 
their full-time job; the remainder used the role to ‘top up’ 
their main source of income

• The drivers were delivering exclusively on behalf of a 
major supermarket; Hermes, who deliver from hundreds 
of retailers; and app-based retailers such as Uber Eats 
and Deliveroo, collecting orders from convenience stores, 
a major supermarket and fast-food outlets

The experiences of delivery drivers
“I’ve never ID-ed anyone, I guess I only would if they looked quite young – but they’re always clearly over 
the age of eighteen when I’ve turned up. It’s never been an issue. I just assume that there’s one kind of 
verification process when people are ordering it.”

Rapid app driver

“I’ve had no reason to question their age. I imagine it does arise but we don’t get given training. It’s simply 
a case of pitch up, drop it off.”

Rapid app driver

“We can leave it anywhere. We’re not selling it, so it’s nothing to do with us.”
Hermes driver

“You don’t want to be hanging around (to verify age) or taking orders back, it’s a fuss you don’t want to be 
bothered with.”

Rapid app driver

“I haven’t dealt with alcohol an awful lot and sometimes it’s packed into the order, so I don’t even know if 
it’s there.”

Rapid app driver

Deliveries to intoxicated persons

• Very difficult to determine whether someone ordering alcohol online is drunk

• Survey: 37% of respondents said they had sometimes been drunk at home when 
their online alcohol order arrived; on very few occasions did the delivery driver 
refuse to hand over the alcohol

• Research from Australia suggests:

- Customers who use online rapid delivery services were 
more likely to report risky drinking and subsequent harm

- 28% of respondents again said that they 
had been drunk on all, most or some occasions 
when successfully receiving their delivery

- 28% of people who received a rapid delivery 
online order said they would have had to stop 
drinking if the delivery service was not available
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The experiences of UK delivery drivers

“I probably have delivered to someone who is drunk. I can’t think when. It doesn’t mean to say they’ll 
open the parcel at that point and drink it.”

Rapid app driver

“If you see someone for ten or fifteen minutes in a pub, you can make a judgement on if they’ve had 
enough alcohol, but not when you knock on a door and interact for ten seconds, you can’t tell – that’s not 
my call to make, it’s not my domain.”

Rapid app driver

“I imagine they’d get angry (if I refused to hand over the alcohol), they could say ‘hold on, I’ve paid for this’. 
It could kick off quite horribly”

Rapid app driver

“How can you not serve to people who are drunk? It’s [the law] broken all over the place.”
Rapid app driver

Future developments

• In March 2021, call for proposals launched to explore how technology can 
improve or enhance achieving the licensing objectives for the sale of 
alcohol, including age verification

• Global alliance between leading drinks producers, online retailers and 
ecommerce platforms to introduce mechanisms to prevent underaged sales 
and sales to intoxicated individuals

• Possible test purchases operation to be undertaken by a police force in Wales 
in the coming months

• Alcohol Change UK’s commissioned research to explore the experiences of 
delivery drivers in delivering alcohol; report to be published February 2022

Recommendations

 All retailers selling alcohol for home delivery must re-evaluate their internal controls, 
both at the point of sale (online) and point of delivery (the doorstep), to ensure people 
under 18 years old are not accessing alcohol by these means

 Police Forces and other bodies, such as Trading Standards teams, should be 
routinely undertaking test purchases operations to gauge retailers’ ongoing levels 
of compliance

 Further research is required to examine the extent to which minors may be accessing 
alcohol in this way, and to ascertain what levels of support and training drivers receive 
regarding age verification and making deliveries to visibly intoxicated customers

 Licensing law (and/or accompanying guidance) relating to online alcohol sales needs 
revisiting to ensure it is fit for purpose in a retail landscape that is now vastly different 
to when the Licensing Act 2003 was first introduced in England and Wales. 
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Diolch am wrando

Thank you for listening

andrew.misell@alcoholchange.org.uk
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